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Graphical Shape Templates for Automatic Anatomy
Detection with Applications to MRI Brain Scans
Yali Amit

Abstract— A new method of model registration is proposed
using graphical templates. A decomposable graph of landmarks
is chosen in the template image. All possible candidates for
these landmarks are found in the data image using robust
relational local operators. A dynamic programming algorithm
on the template graph finds the optimal match to a subset of
the candidate points in polynomial time. This combination—local
operators to describe points of interest/landmarks and a graph
to describe their geometric arrangement in the plane—yields fast
and precise matches of the model to the data wit̆h no initialization
required. In addition, it provides a generic tool box for modeling
shape in a variety of applications. This methodology is applied in
the context of T2-weighted magnetic resonance (MR) axial and
sagittal images of the brain to identify specific anatomies.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Contour plot of neighborhood of frontal horn. (b) Contour plot
of neighborhood of a sulcus.

Index Terms—Graph matching, model registration, shape and
object representation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

HEN observing a medical image it is relatively easy
for the human to identify the important anatomies and
their subcomponents. For example, in the axial MRI brain scan
in Fig. 3, one immediately identifies not only the ventricles as
a whole but the different subanatomies such as the frontal
and posterior horns. This process of identification can be
called structural recognition or model registration; together
with the recognition of the object comes an identification of
its components and their arrangement in the image.
The local topography at the tip of the right frontal horn
of the lateral ventricle has the form of an “outlet” pointing
approximately northeast, as indicated by the level curves of
the image around that point [see Fig. 1(a)].
There are many other locations in the image which have
a very similar local topography, for example, some of the
sulci [see Fig. 1(b)]. Thus, the tip of the right frontal horn of
the lateral ventricle can not be identified only through these
local characteristics. The position relative to a number of other
topographies, such as that of the tip of the other frontal horn
and the two posterior horns is crucial for this identification.
In this paper we attempt to formalize these ideas and describe
how they can be incorporated in an algorithm for automatic
model registration and anatomy identification.
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The problem of model registration in medical imaging is
becoming of growing interest. One of the most noted examples
in the context of brain imaging is the human brain atlas
of [1], where several points identified by the user, serve to
generate a unified coordinate system for the human brain.
Registration provides an automatic means of identifying the
various components of the object in the image, and in some
cases of segmenting the image. This is extremely important in
the context of data fusion, e.g., positron emission tomography
(PET) scans with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans,
where metabolic information needs to be integrated with
anatomical information. Current research into brain function,
whether using functional PET or functional MRI, needs to
compare activity regions across patients. All these studies
require some form of registration. Model registration also
provides a means of studying the variability in the family,
classifying subgroups and identifying abnormalities.
Thus far, model registration has primarily been achieved
through elastic image matching or image warping in two and
three dimensions. See for example [2] for hand X rays and
[3]–[5] for MRI images of the brain. A comparison of the
different approaches can be found in [6]. Currently threedimensional versions of these algorithms are being used for
brain mapping. One-dimensional (1-D) elastic models have
also been extensively studied; see [7]–[9].
There are several limitations to these elastic models. First
the matching criterion seeks to minimize the mean square
difference between the pixel intensities of the deformed template and that of the data image. On one hand, this is a
very well defined criterion, however, it does not ensure that
specific points of interest or landmarks be matched with great
precision. This later criterion is relatively clear to the human
eye but very hard to formulate in mathematical terms. Second,
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the deformations being used are generic or nonparametric in
nature and do not depend on the specific family of objects.
Third, because of the inherent nonlinearity of the problem,
and the fact that the deformations are high dimensional,
the computational tools for calculating the match must use
relaxation techniques which run the risk of converging to a
local minimum which corresponds to a poor match. This is
a serious problem in the 1-D elastic algorithms which fail
entirely without explicit user initialization.
The main premise in this paper is that structural recognition or model registration can be achieved through graphical
models describing the global planar arrangement of a small
number of landmarks. Each landmark is defined by some
local operator which loosely describes the topography of the
image intensity surface in a small neighborhood. We will be
exploiting the fact that there is a very small chance of finding
a specific geometric arrangement of landmarks associated
with specific operators, in an arbitrary image or an arbitrary
location in an image. The only probable occurrence of such
an arrangement is at the specific structure from which it is
derived.
All pixels that are activated by a local operator are candidates for the corresponding landmark. It is the global planar
arrangement of the landmarks which singles the true positives
from the many false positives which are activated by the
operators. This is achieved computationally by creating a
decomposable graph of triangles, which partially describes the
global arrangement of the landmarks, and then using dynamic
programming to find the optimal match to the large collection
of landmark candidates, in polynomial time.
Dynamic programming has been used in medical image
analysis in applications such as artery tracking, see for example
[10]. These settings are 1-D in nature, and the constraints enforced by the underlying graph are all local. To our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to incorporate this tool in an inherently
two-dimensional and nonlocal imaging problem.
In principle, the description of the global arrangement is
translation, scale, and rotation invariant. However, the local
operators themselves are not scale and rotation invariant,
although they are robust to small rotations and a wide range
of scale. Hence, the general orientation and approximate scale
of the object are assumed to be known, as is typically the
case in medical imaging. Apart from orientation and scale no
initialization is required.
Once the graph has been matched to the data it is possible
to create a planar map through interpolation as in [11].
Furthermore, this interpolated map can serve as an initial
point for the image warping algorithms where the correct
match of the landmarks is ensured. Alternatively, the matched
landmarks can serve as an initialization to a variety of 1-D
elastic algorithms. In another application, graphical models
describing geometric arrangements of landmarks, are used in
randomized decision trees for shape recognition; see [12].
In [13] the graphical template was first introduced and
applied to hand X rays. In this paper some further aspects of
the implementation of this method are investigated including
new forms of local operators, different ways to choose the
graph, new forms of cost functions, and ways to improve the
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robustness of the method and reject false matches. The details
are provided in Section II together with experimental results
on MRI brain scans. One immediate payoff of this method is
that the landmarks defining the standardized coordinate system
of the brain as suggested in [1] can be automatically identified.
Modeling variability in terms of the relative locations of
the landmarks yields a more specific and lower-dimensional
description of the variability within a certain anatomy. Ultimately, this opens the possibility of truly estimating the
parameters of a credible prior distribution. With this goal in
mind, a Bayesian formulation of the method is presented in
Section III.
In this context we mention work by Wilson [14], who
defines multiscale hierarchical priors, describing spatial configurations of various types of local features at different
scales. The local features are defined through differential
operators on Gaussian scale-space; the configurations are
defined through functions defined in terms of scale-space
distance between pairs of features. These models involve large
numbers of feature points and complex graphs and can be
viewed as providing more realistic priors. The payoff is that
optimization or simulation again involve intensive relaxation
methods with problems similar to those mentioned above.
However, it is possible to implement the graphical template
algorithm described here using the local features proposed in
[14]. Indeed, it could then be viewed as an efficient “pruning”
both of the modeling and of the optimization problems posed
by the full Bayesian model.
The method described below can be thought of as a generic
tool box for generating shape models of anatomies. Ultimately,
for each image family a graph model will be matched to any
incoming data image, yielding an automatic identification of
the various components.
II. THE GRAPH-MATCHING ALGORITHM
A. The Local Operators
A collection of landmarks is chosen in the template image
(see Fig. 3) and a local operator is chosen for each landmark. The local operators are designed to be robust, and
hence, crude; descriptions of the local topography of the pixel
intensity function in the neighborhood of the landmark.
A certain size neighborhood is chosen, say
, together
with an array
of 1’s, 1’s, and 0’s of those dimensions.
The sign of the difference between the intensity at a given
pixel
, and the intensity at each of the pixels in its
neighborhood is calculated, to yield an array
of 1’s and
1’s, at pixel
. If the percentage of matched 1’s and 1’s
between and
is above a prescribed threshold the pixel
is considered a candidate for the corresponding landmark. The
0’s region in
represents a region where the results of the
are ignored. In Fig. 2 are the 16 masks used in creating
the models. White indicates intensity greater than center value;
dark, intensity less than center value; grey, ignored.
Loosely speaking, these 16 masks identify “turns” of level
curves of the image (see Fig. 1) pointing in eight different orientations, and two gradient-flow directions per orientation. Not
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Fig. 2. Sixteen masks used for creating the graph models. White indicates intensity greater than center value; dark, intensity less than middle
value; grey, ignored.

out by the user) over a small number of training images. The
estimated minimum is used to avoid false negatives, namely,
failing to find a candidate near the true location in the image
for a specific landmark. This increases the number of false
positives. Dealing with these is the role of the graphical model,
which provides constraints on the planar arrangement of these
landmarks. The more constraints are incorporated, the less
likely will it be to find an erroneous configuration of landmark
candidates that satisfies these constraints. Of course, if the
threshold is too low, the chance of finding a candidate for any
operator in any small area of the image is large enough, and
the chance of finding an erroneous configuration satisfying the
constraints becomes nonnegligible.
The pixels corresponding to a certain local operator typically
occur in clusters. These are identified and the average location
calculated. Also, to reduce the number of candidates appearing
in the background, the pixel intensity at the center is required
to be above some percentile of the list of pixel intensities in
the image. Fig. 4(a) displays as circles the candidates found
for landmark one of the model in Fig. 3 using the first mask in
Fig. 4(b) and a threshold of .8. The other masks used for the
landmarks of Fig. 3 are also shown in Fig. 4(b). The second
mask is used for landmark two, the third mask is used for
landmark seven, the fourth mask is used for landmark eight,
the fifth mask is used for landmarks three and six, and the
sixth mask is used for landmarks four and five.
It should be emphasized that the graph-matching algorithm
can be implemented with any family of local operators.
Fig. 3. The landmarks and the graph in the template image.

all masks have to be used in a given model. These operators are
robust to rather significant variations in pixel intensities which
are bound to occur between images as well as to smooth deformations of the local topography of the landmark neighborhood
in the template image. They are also robust to a certain range
of scales and small rotations. Fig. 4, bottom panel, shows
11 11 neighborhoods of the tip of the frontal horn of the
lateral ventricle in four images. All four were activated by
the first operator in Fig. 3. This collection can be expanded to
contain other types of topographies. Other size neighborhoods
can be used to get information on different scales.
The matching threshold for each mask is taken as the lowest
match observed at the correct location of the landmark (pointed

B. Decomposable Graphs for Matching
Typically, the same local operator will be used for several
landmarks, and many more candidates will be found in the
data image, than landmarks associated with that operator in
the model, see Fig. 4.
To find the correct match of the landmarks in the model to
the candidate pixels in the image, it is necessary to introduce
constraints on the relative locations of the landmarks in the
plane. This can be done by defining a collection of triangles
between triples of landmarks identified on the template image;
see Fig. 3. A cost function is associated with each such triangle
which penalizes its shape deviation from the corresponding
triangle in the template image. The total cost function is the
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. (a) Candidates for the first landmark found in a data image. (b) The six masks used for identifying candidates for the model landmarks. (c)
Neighborhoods of tip of upper-right ventricle in four images.

sum of the cost functions over all the triangles in the model.
The collection of triangles can also be expressed as a colored
graph, where the nodes are the landmarks, the color, or type
of a node, is given by the type of local operator used to find
its candidates. The edges in the graph exist between each two
landmarks which belong to a triangle. This graph is called the
template graph. In this context the deformable template is not
an image but a graph model. It is important to note that these
constraints need not be local, indeed they could involve far
apart landmarks. This is in contrast to the implicit constraints

used in the elasticity models which essentially penalize large
changes in the local lattice elements.
C. The Cost Functions
The cost function is formulated in terms of the deviation
of the three angles of the candidate triangle from the three
angles of the model triangle. There are two components: hard
constraints, which limit the range in which the angles can vary;
soft constraints, which penalize deviations from the template
angles. The hard constraints are again defined using prior
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information regarding the possible variations of the triangles.
Soft constraints consist are the sum of the squares of the
differences of the angles. Let
and
be the angles in
the model triangle defined by the landmarks at
. Let
be the angles in the triangle defined by
where
is a candidate for the landmark
.
The total cost for a
Then
candidate match
to the graph defined on the
landmarks
is given by
(1)
where is the collection of triangles in the graph.
The cost functions are translation and scale invariant. As
defined above, they are also rotation invariant, however, the
local operators themselves are not. Since the orientation is
usually known in the present context, it is very useful to add
a rotational constraint on the cost functions. For example,
constraining the absolute angle of an edge to lie within a
certain range of the angle of the corresponding edge in the
model. Nonetheless, the matches in Fig. 6 demonstrate a
robustness to small rotations which were present in the data.
D. Dynamic Programming on the Graph
Finding the optimal match then reduces to an inexact
consistent-labeling problem [15, ch. 17], which is generically
exponential in complexity. However, if the template graph is
chosen so as to be decomposable, it is possible to find the optimal match in polynomial time using dynamic programming
on the graph, see for example [16]. Decomposability in the
present context means that there exists an order in which the
triangles of the graph can be successively eliminated, such that
each triangle in turn has a free vertex contained in no other
triangle. When the free vertex and the two edges emanating
from it are removed, one of the vertices of the next triangle
in the order is freed, and so on.
Given a list of vertices
of the graph, the simplest
decomposable graph—called the default graph—would have
edges between
for all
. This is the graph corresponding to a secondorder linear Markov chain. In this case, dynamic programming
for optimizing an additive cost function is standard. However,
sometimes other types of decomposable graphs may be useful
such as the one shown in Fig. 3. The implementation of
dynamic programming in this more general case is described
below.
E. Example
The dynamic programming procedure to optimize the total
cost function
as defined in (1) is illustrated using the
decomposable graph of Fig. 3. For a general discussion see
[13]. For each possible match
for vertices
find
the point
which minimizes

call the minimizing index
and the associated cost
. Store these two for each pair of candidates

. Now for each possible match
which minimizes

find the point

Note that the second term is already stored in memory. Call
the minimizing index
and the associated cost
. For the triple 3, 4, 8 minimize
to obtain
an index
and a cost
for every pair
. Now, for every
find that
which
minimizes the updated local cost function on the triangle
given by

Proceed through the triangles
and
in a similar
fashion, always minimizing the updated local cost. The best
is found for every pair of
with the updated
cost function

The optimal pair
is chosen,
is taken to be the already
stored index
, for
take
, for
take
, for
take
, and so on, until the entire
optimal match
is recovered. This procedure will
find the global minimum of (1). The memory and computation
costs are of the order of
where is the number of vertices
in the graph and
is a bound on the number of candidates
for each vertex.
F. Choosing the Graph
The results of matching the model in Fig. 3 are shown in
Fig. 5. The matches using the default graph on a different
ordering of the landmarks are shown in Fig. 6. The results are
very similar.
Thus, there are many graph models which can be applied.
Some graphs are less successful in conveying the appropriate
geometric information on the correct arrangement of the
landmarks. See Fig. 7. It is hard to precisely identify, a priori,
which graphs will work better. It appears, however, that if
two triangles are based on a common edge , and the third
points, and , are, broadly speaking, in the same area of the
plane relative to the edge , then the geometric information
on the relative positions of and
can only be conveyed
indirectly through the cost function on the angles of triangles
and
. Since joining and with an edge will violate
decomposability, hard constraints are more difficult to impose.
This may lead to matches in which the relative locations of
and do not make sense, as in Fig. 7.
G. Automatic Anatomy Identification
The location of many anatomies can now be determined
relative to the matched landmarks. For example vertices one,
two and three, four are at the tips of the frontal and posterior
horns of the lateral ventricle. Just below landmark seven lies
the septum pellucidum and just above it the trunk of the corpus
callosum. The two internal cerebral veins lie near vertex eight.
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Fig. 5. The matches of the model in Fig. 3 to six axial MRI images.
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Fig. 6. Matches to six axial MRI brain images with a second-order Markov graph.
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at the top of the cerebellum. These identifications were made
using [17]. Fig. 11 shows some of these anatomies. Relative to
these nine vertices, it is not hard to locate the bicommissural
line of Talairach (CA-CP) and vertical line on the anterior
commissure (VCA) lines which define the standard coordinate
system in [1].
H. Robustness Issues

Fig. 7. An unsuccessful match with a different graph.

Fig. 8. Automatic identification of anatomies in an axial image.

Below vertex eight lies the splenium of the corpus callosum
and near the midpoint between vertices seven and eight lies
the great cerebral vein. In Fig. 8 some of these anatomies
have been pointed out.
Similarly, for medial sagittal slices, Fig. 10, the nine vertices of the model are located at the fourth ventricle, the top
of the pons, the frontal tip of the genu of the corpus callosum,
the back of the genu, the rostrum of the corpus callosum,
between the trunk and the splenium of the corpus callosum, at
the bottom of the splenium, at the back of the splenium, and

It is possible that a good match of the graph, i.e., with very
low cost, will be found to erroneous candidates. The lower the
threshold associated with each mask, the larger the number of
candidates and the higher the chance of such an occurrence.
See Fig. 9, where a graph model was used to identify the
corpus callosum in sagittal MRI scans of the brain. Successful
matches of this model are shown in Fig. 10.
It is useful to impose a rejection criterion for a match. This
criterion involves evaluating a new cost function on the match
proposed by the algorithm and rejecting if the cost is above a
certain threshold. This cost is a sum of the original functions
over all
possible triangles between points in the model.
This global cost function will identify erroneous matches in
which the particular triangles in the model matched well but
the complete configuration obtained is not similar to the one
in the model. In the first two images, Fig. 9 (top row), the
anatomies are easily identified by eye and yet the preferred
match was not a good one. In the last four images it is not at all
clear that the anatomies are present. In all six cases the global
cost function was many standard deviations (SD’s) away from
the average, estimated over 13 correct matches, six of which
are shown in Fig. 10. The average global cost over these
matches was 5.1 with SD of 2.09. Of the erroneous matches
the closest global cost was over four SD’s above average.
It is always possible to add landmarks to the graph model.
As long as the presence of these landmarks is stable throughout the family of images, this should reduce the chance of
erroneous matches and hence enhance the robustness.
Another way of stabilizing the algorithm is by imposing
constraints on the absolute locations of the landmark locations.
This, however, eliminates scale and translation invariance and
may prove sensitive to shifts such as those present in Fig. 10.
There may be ways of combining the information of several
graphs, so that even if some of the vertices of each individual
graph are mismatched, the combined information yields a good
match.
I. Experiment
To further study the robustness of the algorithm we obtained axial T2-weighted MRI images from 68 patients of the
Radiology Department at the University of Chicago Hospital.
For each patient three images were provided: the eighth, ninth
and tenth slices from the top. Typically one of these slices
contains anatomies similar to the ones in Fig. 8. In all 204
images were obtained.
The images were divided into two groups: good images,
which contained the anatomies in questions; bad images, which
did not. There were 57 good images and 147 bad images.
Most patients had one good image but in some cases none
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Fig. 9. Erroneous matches to six sagittal MRI brain images.
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Fig. 10.

Successful matches to six sagittal MRI brain images.
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Fig. 11.

Automatic identification of anatomies in a sagittal image.

SUMMARY

Good match
Bad match
Rejected
Totals

OF

TABLE I
OUTCOMES ON 204 AXIAL IMAGES

Good images

Bad images

Total

49
1
7
57

0
28
119
147

49
29
126
204

of the images contained anything similar to the structures in
question. This could be due to either severe abnormalities or
a large variation in the angle of the MRI scans.
Good images were expected to contain the frontal and
posterior horns of the ventricles, the small lobes beneath the
frontal horns, and the small triangle between the posterior
horns, indicating the internal cerebral vein. Among these
images there was extensive variability in the shape and width
of the ventricles, the angle between them, the intensity contrast
between the ventricle, and the background, etc.
Using 16 axial images which were available prior to the
experiment, we determined a threshold for rejection. The
average global cost for these 16 images was 2.1 with lower
quartile 1.25 and upper quartile 2.64. On one image the match
was wrong with global cost of 4.5. The threshold of four for
the global cost was, therefore, chosen. Any match below that
threshold would be accepted and any match above it would
be rejected.
Table I summarizes the results on the 204 images. There
are three possible outcomes per good image: the global cost is
below the threshold and the match is a good one (as judged by

eye), the global cost is below the threshold and the match is
bad, and the global cost is above the threshold and the image
is rejected. For bad images only the last two outcomes are
possible. It should be noted that there is a subjective aspect
to judging if a match is good.
It is clear from this summary that the algorithm does rather
well on good images, however it tends to accept too many
bad images. The current model is therefore insufficient as a
classifier between those images which do and those which do
not have the relevant structure.
J. Software
Code is available at:
http://galton.uchicago.edu/ amit/Software/DYN.
It takes as input the locations of the vertices in the model,
the template graph (optional) and the hard constraints on the
angles (optional). If these are not provided, the default secondorder linear graph is used and hard constraints of 90 are
applied. Also available is a library of Matlab functions which
provide an interactive framework for choosing the landmarks
in the model on a sample image, and choosing the appropriate
masks. For the models presented here the typical computation
time is between 10–30 s on a SUN SPARC 10, with 100
candidates on average per landmark.
III. THE BAYESIAN FORMULATION:
HIDDEN MARKOV GRAPH MODELS
The graph matching algorithm can be cast in a Bayesian
setting and has a very similar appearance to the well-known
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Hidden Markov Models (HMM’s), which are extensively used
in speech recognition, and a host of other time-dependent
data. In all such models an underlying Markov chain on a
discrete state space generates observed data according to some
stochastic mechanism. The Markov process can be considered
the prior distribution on the space of state sequences, and the
data generating mechanism becomes the likelihood. Dynamic
programming and expectation-maximazation (EM) type algorithms are combined to estimate parameters from training data,
and ultimately to find the mode of the posterior distribution.
These models are tractable computationally due to the Markov
nature of the prior and the fact that the data model assumes
conditional independence given the state sequence.
be the vertices of the graph, and let be the
Let
collection of graph cliques, which in the specific case described
pixel grid
above were all triples of vertices. Divide the
into disjoint
squares centered at the subgrid of pixels
, where
. Assume that the
.
locations of the graph match are always on the subgrid
The state space at each vertex of the graph is the subgrid .
denotes the random -tuple of pixel
If
locations indexed by the graph the prior can be written as
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where
. Thus,
is a vector of sufficient
statistics for the family of distributions
and
.
The full posterior distribution is obtained by Bayes formula
as

(3)
Dividing this expression by

the following objective function needs to be maximized to
obtain the mode of the posterior distribution

(4)
The normalizing constant

is given by
where

where is the subset of all -tuples which satisfy the hard
constraints.
The data image is defined on the lattice . For any subset
of , let
be the subimage indexed by
. The distribution of given a certain graph configuration
is formulated as follows. Assume that conditioned
are
on the graph configuration , the data
is the
neighborhood of . For
independent, where
let
any pixel
be a vector of local statistics depending on the image data
in the neighborhood
of .
For each vertex in the graph write the conditional distribution of the data in the neighborhood of its location in the
image as

(2)
where is a function which does not depend on . For
the conditional distribution on the data given no vertex is
located at , namely, is in the background, is given by

It is seen that the second factor in each of the conditional
distributions is eliminated and hence does not need to be
specified. The entire construction depends only on the vector
is again expressed as a sum
of statistics . The function
of functions on the clique configurations and, assuming the
template graph is decomposable, is amenable to optimization
through dynamic programming.
In the implementation described in this paper a very crude
version of this general formulation is employed. Each vertex
in the graph is assigned a statistic . The probability functions
depend only on the component
(this is, of course,
possible only because the state spaces are finite), moreover,
for
these functions are constant over all configurations
for some threshold . The function
which
is simply the uniform distribution over all configurations, and
therefore, contributes nothing to the objective function .
The Bayesian formulation is presented mostly for conceptual purposes. It is not very realistic to assume conditional
independence of the data in the blocks given the locations of
such a small number of landmarks. There are many structures
in the “background” which are not explained by the model.
However, this formulation actually does bring up the issue of
modeling the background. Any model that is used will have
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to depend on the same sufficient statistic vector
in order
to obtain the tractable form of the functional
in (4).
The Bayesian formulation also raises the issue of the relative
importance of the prior versus the likelihood term. Contrary
to many other applications of Bayesian models in imaging,
here, the prior is very realistic and offers a flexible tool for
incorporating anatomic information.
IV. DISCUSSION
The strength of this algorithm is its computational efficiency
and the absence of any need to initialize the matching algorithm or the optimization procedure. This is one of the
drawbacks of many relaxation techniques. If the template
or model is not initially set nearby the correct location, the
relaxation algorithm may end up in completely erroneous
solutions. The shape variability is described in terms of a
relatively small number of parameters which can either be
estimated on training data or determined by users according
to their prior knowledge of the subject matter.
Further research is still needed on incorporating other types
of the many local operators proposed in the computer vision literature; on combining information provided by several
graphs; on using these graph models to recognize the different
anatomies; on merging axial and sagittal matches in order to
obtain 3-D information; and, finally, on extending the entire
paradigm to 3-D data.
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